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For over fifty years ZILLI has excelled in exotic skins, which are carefully selected for their beauty before given to the master 
craftsmen for tanning and cutting.
This season is no different, with stingray leather joining the ranks of iconic skins and two exceptional new creations: 
Oriental crocodile and Nomade (Traveller) crocodile.
 
The full-grain of the Oriental crocodile leather contains ref lecting pigments that attract the light. Available in aquamarine, 
it is equally pleasing to the eye and to the touch – silky, smooth and sensual.
It is available in a range of leather accessories: travel bag with press fastenings and outside pocket, card holder (up to ten 
cards), passport holder, and wallet.  
The ultimate in luxury: matching accessories and jacket, with a model in iridescent ultramarine Oriental crocodile, yet 
another example of the mastery at work in the Lyon workshops.
 
Nomade crocodile looks as if it has been naturally tanned by the tropical sun heat. To achieve this look, the nubuck has 
been lightly sanded on the sides and worked in greater depth in the centre. This is a virile illusion with its matt scales and 
tan colour, which go so well with the rubber feel. Available in a full range of accessories, including a travel bag, card holder, 
passport holder and wallet.

 

the fi nest garment for men in the world



Also available is the Boomerang range of bags, with a re-visited satchel in light grey crocodile nubuck, with hand sanded 
scales. The metal bar carries the iconic ingot, of course, and features a magnetic fastening, making this soft, practical model 
an absolute must-have. Vying for the title, and rightly so, are this season’s bi-fabric belts, including a model in ultramarine 
fabric and crocodile nubuck with a matching lacquered buckle.
The tone-on-tone beige canvas and tan crocodile option is available as both a belt and shoulder bag.
 
The best-selling f lip-f lops have been designed in a playful range of exotic skins. This model has turquoise straps on sapphire-
blue fabric, while another has wider straps in lavender blue, orange or red stingray leather. This precious skin is also used on 
bi-colour belts, and ultra-soft moccasins with grip soles, for a stylishly modern yacht club look.
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